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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Argentina has contributed to the dictionary with 4 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book. We
hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit our
website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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la primera comunión
Thus it is called, for the Roman Apostolic Catholic faithful, the first time that the Sacrament of Communion is agreesed
or accepted. NOTE: A Catholic priest could define it in a more complete way.

mazagrán
Drink made from coffee water and lemon juice. Optional: add some rum. All chilled well

pulgones
It occurs to me that "aphids" is the plural of aphid, whose definition in the concise Encyclopedia of the Editorial Ramón
Conpena S. A, Barcelona, 1974, says: "(from Flea) Zool.  Insect Homóptero of the family of the Afídidos, whose females
and their larvae live parasiticly on "" certain plants.  There are many species. "

robos hormiga
They are easy thefts, small and small amount, that the people who commit them do so regularly, without being able to
stop or is out of their control.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be kleptomania 40, would be the
correct word of this almost certain 34, lunphadism 34 , 41 ,


